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DETROIT RIVER REGION 
I 
As early as 1656 and possibly much earl ier certain persons explored the 
Detroit River to make a fairly accurate map of the waters and the adjacent 
land. At this time the whole of Western Ontario including the Essex County 
peninsula was nothing but the unpopulated hunting grounds of the Iroquois . 
On July 24, 1701, Lamothe Cadillac under the sponsorship of the French 
Governor of Quebec, with a flotilla of twenty-five canoes explored the 
Detroit River to its mouth and founded Fort Pontchartrain which was situated 
just at the foot of what is today the Ambassador Bridge at the American side. 
'They erected dwellings, a warehouse and a place of worship . Several dif -
ferent Indian tribes, among them the Hurons, we re apportioned land adjoin-
ing the Fort. In 1738 the Hurons earned the enmity of their neighbours and 
were moved to the island of Bois Blanc (known today as Bob- Lo) . However, 
the Governor of Quebec was anxious to have the Hurons closer to the Fort 
and so a lodge was erected a t La Pointe de Montreal on the south side of 
the Detroit River opposite Fort Pontchartrain. At the same time a Jesuit 
mission was established nearby, but it was not until 1776 that the name of 
the locality was changed to L' Assomption. The parish of Assumption which 
had its humble beginning in this small mission was officially established in 
1 776, the first parish in what is now the Province of Ontario. 
· THE OLD MISSION HOUSE 
For the next few years settlers came steadily to live at Detroit and between 
the years 1749 to 1751 twenty -five parcels of land were granted to settlers 
on the Canadian side of the river. Hardly had the French settlers on the 
south shore began to feel secure in their possessions wrested from the 
wilderness when the Seven Years' War broke out in America. This was 
followed by the British occupation of Detroit . 
For more than twenty years after the conquest nothing was done to bring 
British colonists to the Detroit area . However, the close of the Revolution -
ary War in 1783 brought to Canada an influx of United Empire Loyalists who 
came seeking new homes under the old flag. For the Detroit River region 
this Loyalist immigration meant a second birth . In preparation for the 
handing over of Detroit to the Americans, the Settlement of L 'Assomption 
(later Sandwich) was chosen as the seat of government for the Western 
District, and land opposite the island of Bois Blanc (later Amherstburg), 
because of its strategi c position commanding the entrance to the river, was 
selected as the place where the military post and naval station would be 
established. 
From this time the settlement of L'Assomption grew rapidly as many of the 
new settlers included merchants and government officials who contributed 
much to the development of the business, social and cultural life of the area . 
Moving eastward up the river tracts of land were purchased from the Indian 
tribes and these were in turn sold to the settlers who then proceeded to 
build substantial homes, 
MILL STREET 
8 
One of these homes which is still occupied to this day was built by 
Colonel McKee at the corner of Mill and Russell strE,ets . An interest-
ing story connected with the war of 1812 was that General Brock and a 
very small garrison of men were billeted in this home . The American 
army stationed across the river, and consisting of far more soldiers 
than Brock's poor forces, we re preparing to attack, but Brock led his 
small troop out the front door, around the house and in the back door 
continuously until nightfall . The Americans seeing the supposed 
strength of General Brock's forces changed their plans and the attack 
was called off. In this same house there can still be seen today in the 
ceilings of the living and dini ng rooms the hooks where the Indians 
would hang their furs they had brought to trade . 
THE BABY MANSION 
You may have wondered why our community developed in a narrow strip 
along the river . There were two reasons . First, the river was neces-
sary for communication and as a source of food. Second, except for 
small areas of meadow near the shore, the remaining property was not 
fit for development being heavily wooded and swampy. 
SANDWICH STREET, WINDSOR 
As the community continued to expand many new streets were con-
structed, several of them being named after the townspeople of the day, 
namel y Ouellette, Parent, Goyeau, etc . , and others named for various 
Indian tribes - Seminole, Huron, Line, Dacotah, Iroquois, etc . 
9 
10 
There was a time when what is now the City of Windsor was called a 
suburb of Detroit . I am told there was some truth in this for the site of 
our former C . N . R . railway station was the location of an early pl an of 
subdivision made before Windsor was ever known. That plan was named 
South Detroit Subdivision. 
The Old City Hall and Park, Windsor Ave . , Windsor, Ontario . 
Thi s is on the site of the Old Windsor Barracks . / 
This is only a small portion of the early hist ory of our community but I 
hope I have given you a better knowledge of the beginning of this area. 
In closing I would like to quote the memorabl e lines of Father Hennipen 
after visiting the Detroit River region in 1679 : 
'.'Those who shall be so happy as to inhabit that 
noble country cannot but remember with gratitude 
the men who have discovered the way by venturing 
to sail upon an unknown lake for about 100 leagues. " 
James Ch;rnvin 
11 - 1 
INISTRA TION 
7)E1)tCATf ON 
This book is dedicated by the s t udents of Assumption High School to : 
FR. F.M. SHEAHAN, 
Superior of Assumption High School, 
for his leadership and help to all in every walk of life . 
12 
MESSAGES TO THE GRADUATES 
One of the signs that a person has grown 
up and matured is that he begins to do things 
for himself and for others. When we are born 
and during the early years of our life, our 
parents take care of us. Gradually, we begin 
to do things for ourselves until we reach a 
point where we can and must look after our -
selves . I say 'must' because if we do not 
reach this achievement then we have not grown 
up and matured. 
However, there is more to maturity than 
just looking after ourselves. If we are to be 
fully matured, we must get outside of ourselves 
and do things for others. There are some who 
fail to cut the apron strings and go on their 
own, but there are many more who display a 
definite immaturity by a lack of consideration 
for others. 
What you, as high school graduates, can 
offer others, is hard to delineate exactly. 
However, a graduate of a Catholic High School 
certainly has something to offer . You have 
been taught a definite mode of life that you can 
be positive is correct . 
Thus, if you live this life as you have been 
taught to live it, you, by your example, will 
do a great deal to influence others to be good 
Christians and good members of the community 
in which you are living. If and when the op-
portunity arises you may be able to help some -
one by positive instruction. 
At any rate, live your own life, with God's 
help as well as you know how and you will have 
taken a great step in helping others to do the 
same . 
Fr . F. M. Sheahan, C. S. B . 
Superior, 
Assumption High School 
It is worthwhile noting, I think, during Canada's 
Centennial Year, that Assumption and Canada have 
something in common - both have been in existence 
for 100 years . As a matter of fact Assumption was 
founded by Father Pierre Point, a Jesuit Father, in 
1855 . 
Graduates of Assumption, you owe a great debt to 
the past . From dedicated Priests and Laymen, you 
have received the rich heritage of a Christian Edu -
cation. You must carry this heritage into· the future 
- into t he Universities of your choice, into society, 
and into your home . 
The riches you have gained from your four years 
at this school are the precious jewels of Goodness, 
Discipline, and Knowledge . 
With Goodness you can live an exemplary Chris-
tian life . With Discipline you can overcome self and 
all other obstacles . With Knowledge you possess the 
key that can open many doors . 
It is our hope and prayer that you the Graduates 
of 1966-67 will use these riches int elligently and 
prudently - that you will carry the spirit of Assump-
tion's Centennial into whatever walk of life God has 
chosen for you . 
Fr. Matthew Sheedy, C. S. B . 
Principal, 
Assumption High School 
13 
MATHE MATICS 
Fr. Callam, Mr . Mudryj, Fr. Wilson, 
Mr . Ward. 
ABSENT : Fr. Rankin, F:r. McGillis 
ENGLISH 
Mr . Glass, Mr. Klien, Mr . Delaney, 
Mr. Griffin, Mr. Mol riar. 
SEATED: Fr. Sheedy, Fr. Cullen, 
Fr. Dillon. 
LATIN 
Fr. Fullerton, Fr. Sheahan, Fr. McGinn. 
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SCIENCE 
Fr. Zakoor, Mr . Girash, Mr . 
St. Germaine . 
ABSENT: Fr. Callam, Mr. Tessolin, 
Mr. Griffin, Fr. Kelly 
FRENCH 
Fr. Doherty, Mr. Tessolin, Br. 
Lawrence 
ABSENT: Fr .. Pare, F r. Hanrahan. 
RELIGION 
Mr. Glass, Fr. Dillon, Fr. Coughlin, 
Fr. Armstrong. 
ABSENT: Fr. Looby, Fr. McGinn,Fr. Callam. 
I 
HISTORY & GEOGRAPHY 
Mr. Vernelli, Mr . Bertoia, Mr. Fister, 
Mr . Petryshyn, Mr. Hool. 
ABSENT : Mr. Griffin. 
COMMERCIAL 
Mr. Dragicevich, Fr. Agius 
OFFI CE 
Miss Noel, Mrs . Pocock 
-_., 
PHYSICAL ED. 
Mr . Petryshyn, Fr. Armstrong 
GUIDANCE 
Fr. Coughlin, Mrs . Stanwick 
LIBRARY 




Fr. McGinn, Fr. Agius, Fr. Cullen 
(Dean of Residence), Fr. Looby. 
SEATED: Mr. Vernelli, Mr. Ward. 
ABSENT: Mr. Delaney 
BURSAR 
Fr. Kelly, Miss· Yates 
MAINTENANCE 
Mr. N. Nerone , Mr . E . Dupuis, 





Mrs. Sadler, R . N . 
CAFETERIA STAFF 
Mr. J . Daniello, Miss I. Raia, Mrs . 
R . Antonelli, Mrs . V. Garrod, Mrs . 
M. Dunlea, Mr. T . Donohoe. 
CUSTODIANS 
Mr . E . Murphy, Mrs . E . Lewton, 
Mrs . L . Nerone, 
Mrs . L. Dufour, 
Mrs . T . Divito, 
















DANIEL BEZAIRE FRANCIS ANGELA JACK BOLZAN 
JAMES BOUFFORD L EONARD BOUFFORD NEIL BROWN 
ANTHONY BUSUTTIL EDWARD BYRNE JAMES BYRNE 
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GEORGES CHENIER PAUL CLOSS JOSEPH DALY 
DONALD DAUPHIN WALTER DeMONTE MARC DESCHAMPS 
DANIEL DESRAMAUX RAYMOND DESRAMAUX COLIN DODD 
20 
-........ ~ .. . ............. ··-· ··---·-· -··-,, .. ~-··-·-..... - ............ , ..... -- ~ ... 
THOMAS DUPRAY PHILIPPE DUPUIS PHILIP F AREY 
ANTHONY F ARAB JOSEPH FAVARO MARC FERRARINI 
LOUIS F IORINO RICHARD FRASER JAMES FRENCH 
21 
BRIAN GANGIER JAMES GARGARO WILLIAM GELINAS 
J. PAUL GILLIES . RUSSELL GROZELLE RAYMOND HALLETT 
MICHAEL HARDY JOHN HELMER THOMAS HOGAN 
22 
MICHAEL HOWE DANIEL IANNICELLO JOSEPH JANISSE 
PAUL JARMAN GARY JOSEPH PATRICK KENNAN 
NEWTON KLIE WOLFGANG KOHL PAUL BACHAND 
23 
RICHARD ANNAN PA TRICK LAFERTE RICHARD LAFRAMBOISE 
DANIEL LAMOTTE . KENNETH L ANOUE LOUIS L EE 
PAUL LOGAN RICHARD LORETO WILLIAM LOMBARDO 
24 
·-·· • • >>•Oo.AO --·····-··· ............ ,.--~------· •}• •• • --·· •0- ·--• 
ST AN LOVECKY JOHN LUCIER JOHN MacDONALD 
IAN MacNEIL SCOTT McFADDEN GARRY McGONIGAL 
MU RRAY McELHONE JOHN McKEOWN JOHN MANIAS 
25 
JOSEPH MASARO JOHN MECHLER JOHN MORAND 
PATRICK MARTIN THOMAS NASH J OHN ORLANDO 
RONALD PAQUETTE ROBERT PARE MICHAEL PATRICK 
26 
. -...... - - .............. ··-·····----~··-,,, ....... .._ .. _ ...... _.,..__ ... , .... - ~ ,.. -··-
NEIL PATTERSON EDWARD PREDKI THOMAS PURCELL 
ROBERT RAPER CHARLES REID CHRISTOPHER RENAUD 
DINO RUBLI PETER SCHILLER EDWARD SCHMID 
27 
JAMES SERVAIS MICHAE L SOANES MICHAEL STANKO 
BLAKE STANWICK JOHN STINCHCOMBE J AMES TEDRICK 











NO PHOTOS AVAILABLE 
DAVID BOND 
JAMES COUGHLIN 
JOHN F OR RIST AL 
JEFFREY HUCUL 










ALFRED ANDERSON JAMES BUCKLEY 
VICTOR CHARLEBOIS JOHN CHARLTON 
MICHAEL COGLIATI 
MICHAEL CROWE FRANCIS DEMAR CO NELSON DESLIPPE 
AMELIO FANTIN LORENZO FERRATO WILLIAM GATFIELD 
31 
STEVEN GIBSON THOMAS GREEN A BRAHAM IJADEED 
ROBERT IIA YES · THOMAS HOI'..GATE BRIAN HOGAN 
PETER HUGHES RICHARD J ANISSE GERALD JARECKI 
32 
• • • - • • - • -- •••• ' - ~ # #-- ~-
KENNETH KOVOSI STANLEY KRETE MICHAEL KUHN 
LA WREN CE LAJOIE RODERICK LANDGRAFF v=RGIL MANCINA 
FRANCIS MARCON ANDREW MASSETTI LA WREN CE Mc A ULIFFE 
33 
JOHN PEPIN GRANT PHILPOFF FRANCIS PIZZO 
THOMAS QUINN JOSEPH ROHRER JAMES RONDOT 
SANTE SALVADORE ORFEO SCODELLER STEWART SEBBEN 
34 
---· - ............. ···-····-··· .... , ....... , ....... _ ..... _____ ... ' -·· .... ··---
GEORGE STANKO GREGORY STEWART ROBERT STINCHCOMBE 
IAN STUART MIKE TREMBL AY MICHAEL TWIGG 
-
GARY ULICNY GREG VALCKE RONALD VER METTE 
35 
WILLIAM VEZINA LA WREN CE V ADORI MARK WARREN 















T . Breen 
R . Brennan 
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0. 
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1'H E rR.o stl 
J . Adamy 
J . Allan 
G. Anderson 





L . Bel anger 
G . Bezaire 
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P . Courey K . Cou rtenay V. Csendes J. Cummings J . Dale 
t 
K . Denomme D . Dent R . Distlerath D. Dobr zeniecki R . Doe 
\_ 
J . Dolan M. Donlon R. Donnelly R . Drouillard T . Dulton 
D. Dunn R. Duperron R . Dupuis K. Eagen B . Elliott 
40 
J.P. Ennis T . Ewaschuck K. Falls A. Fincham 
I 
B. Flores K . Flynn E. Fortier 
M. Fortier D. Fromm G. Jeffery 





B . Griffin 
B. Gunville 
G. Hamel 
C . Hobbs 
M. Hogan 
C . Hucker 
G. Rucker l 
G. Elangian 
M. Fortier 






C. Imeson P . James D. Jarman G. Jolie D. Kenyon 
f!_, 
. - . -
S . Kerr K. Kiernan A . Kirk P . Knapp 
P. Kremer D. Krill D. Kudrey lV!. Labute 
W. Laforet D. Lajeunesse M. Lambert K . Lamont 
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R. Alban J. Galli W. Gelinas J . Hor oky 
i 1 
M. L anoue N . Lauzon M. Lawson R . L e Blanc 
.Q 9.r ~ ,-,::- . ' .... j ... -
~ f l 
T. Leonard J . Loebach R. Lewisotto P . Mccarney 
i 
H. McGowan M. McLean G. McMahon P . Mc Mahon 
44 
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t I 
P . McWade B. MacKenzie D. MacPherson G . Mailloux 
R. Maini A. Majauskas A . Marchand S. Marchand 
~~ ~' ' i::' i ,c:;- -e 
116 1• 
r _,;' 
t ' . ' W. Mardegan P . Marentette G. Marranzini G. Maxwell J. Menard 
,-
Michell R. Mille r E . Milligan B. Milton, Jr. 
P . Moroun D. Murphy D. Roehler J. Rooney 
45 
9-5 
T . Gaudette 
N . Galambos W. Krill 
E . Cleme nt J . Mohan 
-
• 
I ·1• ' 
P. Murray 
J. Murray S. Nagy 
D. Murphy l3. Nairn 
J . Nikita 
/ 
C. Navarre W. Noble 
M. Naughton K. Nordhaus 
C. 0' Donnell 0 , D. Palamides o . 
• -,:;;-~ .. ,~ ' tt "'!it T . O'Rourke 
R. O'Reilly J . Ouellette 
46 
~ ,::;., ~ ; ·1· -"' ~ ! / P . Paterson \I 
~ 
G. Peck J . Pare 
D. Peterson 





J . Pfahler 
G. Philpott 
P . Pienta 
w. Plumpe 
M. Pocock 






A . Reid D. Schmidt 
47 
9-6 
R . Lamot 
R. Renaud 












R . Cook 
B. Dragonette 
R . St. John 
J. Scar fone 
H . Schwage r 
M. Seguin 
t 
G. Smith A. Soler P . Spindler W. Storrey P . Straw 
• I 
J. Suers S. Taman J . Thomas R. Thompson 
' 1 
A . Thorton J. Trinca P. Turton T . Vagdik 
G. Vallance D. Vessels J . Warren P . Warren 




S. Balastrini G. Barbe J. Bellis M . Birch 
0 
l 
W. Burke B . Cherrie R. Corrado J . Coughlin 
R. DeLauro P. DeMarco D. Drouillard P. Fera 
t 
P . Fiorino S. Gal ambos R. Gertz K. Hague 
50 
W. Hartmann P. Hlinetzky N. Ilnicki R . Larsh G. Lesperance 
r I 
G. Lorenzon J. Lovell F. Lyons J . Macri M. Monforton 
R . Muzzati P. Thompson 
I 
l 
B . Novosedlik 
J. Spinazze G. Reaume 
l 
1 
K. Reger P . Renaud J . Rossi B. Schiller W. Smith 
e -- ~ 
l ~,,, I 




A . Antaya 
D. Bellebeumeu r 
P . Bilorosek -
1 
B . Blackburn 
T . Bershult 





\ \) J . Byrne i 





M . Cervi .,, 
t \ /"">--'-' J . Charette I 
M . Charlebois 0, ~' J . Charron ,-
M . Chauvin --=- -~ ' 
M . Cole 'l 1· 1ft, 
~ ' 
R. Collins 
P . Courey 
~)I D. Dougall J . Drouillard 
52 
J . Dumouchelle M. Durocher K. Dunn L . Durnbeck 
R. Galli R. Gibb J . Homenuik P . Humick 
F . ladipoal o S. Ilijanick K . Kingsley K. Knapp 
Q --r 
J . Lajeunesse H. Oakes J . Pat erson S. Reaume 
M. Riordon T . Sheahan D. Slongo B . Stephenson 
53 
10-2 
M. Boisvert S. Bondy E . Conaway 
P . Cormican 
' . 
G. Cyrene D. Franck W . Gould C . Halford 
K . Kelly J . McKenna J . McMahon L . Mauro 
1 
K . Metcalf B . Murphy R. Osborne G. Ponka 
54 
10-3 
M. Pope P. Prete 
\ 
D. Skene L . Owens 
1 
M . Stanberry 
W. Worzniak 






M . Robi 
D . Stewart 
R . Mertz 
D. Soanes 
B . Maurice 
I 




F . Albrecht 
I 
D. Bondy 
J . Godin 
E . Greff 
R . Hoey 
P . Hutz 
T. Bourgard 
~ 
J. Aitkin R . Anderson 
C -. 





T . Kocsis 
D. Korum 
t 
G. Walker G . Turowski D. Trembley G. Tramontozzi C. Soulliere 
E. Sarafian D. Rohrer D . Rivard D. Rees F . 0' Donnell 
r 
V. Muzzin R . :Murphy N . Marentette G . McMahon D. McKrow 




C. Bondy P . Brannagan S. Broughton C. Cantisani M. Chartrand 
\ " 
R. Colautti J . Collins L . Croteau D. Dennis S . Deschamps 
,. \ 
E . DiDonato W. Himsel J . Hogan P . Hrynuik B . Kelleher 
1 
R . Klinkhammer W. Klokman P . Ladouceur D. Lafortet J. Lefebre 
58 -
T. Mahoney M. Masse J. Matthews 
t I 
G. M.cCann G. McCarthy 
I 
J . Mills Q. K. Myron J . Nadalin 
L. Ouellette W. Pepper 
N . Pisiotto G. Porter S. Prekup R. Racine 







T . Adams R . Angus 
0 
D . Cogliati T . Cygan 
C . Everingham S . F err anti 
' t 





J . Balga T . Carter 
~ 
Q 
0 . Daly P . Ducharme 
G. Frenett e S . Fuerth 
,. 
1 
S. Karl ic k J. Kelly 
-:..• !.. ··!" =--· :_•. - - !!fl' 
... 
J . Chauvin 
A. Dwyer 
G. Gertz 
N . Kossayda 
t 
P . Lajeunesse P. Larsh J. Lesperance F. Mancini G. Masse 
M. Mazurek D. Morrisey T . O'Brien M . Ouellette P . Paese 
P . Panciw A. Paniccia E. Poli J . Renaud L. Roozen 
.. 
I 










R. Carter S. DeMonte J. Drouillard 
R. Dufour T. Foy R. Fuerth W. Gaspar 
I 1 
D. Hieser M. Hucker P . Rucker R . Jarecki 





C. Kolb T. Koselka R. Kwait M. Lang 
'~ . . ~ 
\.I , 4: 
F. Lucier R. Masero P. McCabe R. Mongeau 
K. Murphy S. Pahauskas P. Patrick I. Patterson 
B. Quimby M. Robinet W . Sherlock W. Soos 
J. Whelan S . Wilson G. Zamparo 
) 63 
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11-3 
t 
U. Amlin T . Beaudoin J . Blonde 
B . Boghean D. Bondy R . Crapper S . Crowe 
J . Fellows P . Gervais W. Goemae r e M. Ha r r igan 
P . Hewson P . Kitowski J . Krete P . L audenbach 
64 
t t M . Maitre R · Marentette 
T. Lovell 
J. Levack 




K . Turko 
E. Polselli 
J . Carey 
D. White 




C . Adam J . Adam M. Azzopardi J . Breeders R . Busser 
l 
J . Costigan J. Couvillon P . Doyon P . Dupuis J . Gatfiel d 
J . Gignac P . Goudreau L . Goyeau C. Gregor M. Heffernan 
L . Jackson R . Jalaba A. Kapasi K . Kudrey W. L esperance 
66 
",., 
J . Mac Millan M . Mal one J . Maroon J. Masse 
0 
"' • I I F . Matos P . McMahon B. Milligan D. Nadeau P . Pietrangelo 
H . Pike B . Poisson P . Reaume A . Sanford D. Shady 




J . Alban J . Barrow I. Berks R . Bowness 
I 
D. Brancone P . Cat sman M. Charette C . Davi s F . Davi son 
1 t 
D. Dunn J . Eansor C. Fraser J. Gadbow 
T . Goss G. Horoky B . House J . Kalaher T . Keenan 
68 
I 
J . Knapp J . Lacey B . Langmeyer J. Longmoore D . Maclsaac 
C. Merkle P. Michel D . Moore J . Naughton A. Nicolas 
M. Nolan T . O'Linn J . Palazetti G. Pestow 
·-. 
/ 
D. Richardson J. Rowe B . Rymerson J . Sherburne R. Wright 
T . Smith J . Traci S. Yamin M . Walczak B . Wolter 
69 
SPARE PICTURES 
P . Cronk 9 - 5 R . Moore 9-5 
J . Becker 10 -3 R . Kamin 10 - 3 
-




BOTTOM ROW, Left to Right : L . Lajoie, J . Palazetti, T. Dennis, G. Dubien, 
M. Boseleil, A . Revenberg, M. Cogliati, F . Mancini, P . Michel. 
SECOND ROW: Mr. J. Hool, C. Davis, P . Dupuis, T . Quinn, R. Jarecki, M. Trem blay, 
F. DeMarco, S . Lovecki, J . McKewan, E . Predki, E . Polselli, J . Burnick, Mr . M. Clark. 
TOP ROW: P . Catsman, R. Masetti , N . Rammler, C. Everingham, D. Carrier, 
K. Kudrey, M. Howe, A . Newman, W. Goemaere, R . Klinkhammer, T . O'Brien. 
72 
The 1966 Assumption High School PURPLE RAIDERS gave it all they had this past 
year . But, fate was against them. 
The offense shelled out a blazing bombardment. The backfield, with Larry Lajoie 
as quarterback, completed pass after pass, resulting in A. C . H. pulling ahead very 
early in the game. Frank Mancini 1 s quick kicks helped scatter the offence and lead our 
players forward. Ground plays improved as the year progressed, with Paul Michel 
. being the main ball carrier. 
But last year' s strong point, the line, was missing. This year's players who made 
up the line were l ess experienced . Coach Hool al so noted that the line was smaller than 
last year' s line . With the help of the old pro, Gerry Dubien, the line stayed together. 
Tom Dennis and August Revenberg did make the city ' s I DREAM TEAM', so we can't say 
that the year was a total loss . 
We must not hang our heads or lbok down on our t eam because of the past year's 
season, 'but rather we should congratulate our men and help in giving next year's team 
better support . 
SEASONS SCORES 














FRONT ROW, Left to Right : M. Stanbury, F . Albreicht, M. Burke, D. Harrigan, 
B . Milton, D. Cogliati, M. Naughton, D . Smi th, E. Kunietsky, B . Kelleher, L . Beaudry, 
J . Gignac. 
SECOND ROW : Mr. J . Julian, Coach; G . McCann, M. McCann, J . Charette, W. Klokman, 
W. Gelinas, J . McMahon, M. Dur ocher, D. Rivard, D. L aforet, M . McMahon, 
M. Masse, J . Pocock, G . Charette, L . Jackson, Manager; Mr. R . Bertoia, Assistant 
Coach. 
TOP ROW : J . Weiss, B . Murphy, R . Angus, V. Gianntto, M. Girard, J . Birch, 
C. Spinarsky, K. Kingsley, M. Birch, B . Quimby, K. Billey, P . Quimby. 
The Junior Varsity Football Team, under the coaching of Mr. Jack Julian and the 
leadership of Capt . Dennis Smith, finished first in the Western division. 
The league champs, Brennan, overpowered our offence and broke through the defence 
that had withstood the season which ].et in only 45 points . 
The best players on the team were Carl Spinarsky, Dennis Smith, Ed Kunietsky, 
and Mike Naughton . 
The team is still young and next year two quarterbacks, two fullbacks, and one 
flanker will be back on the team. If the experienced team holds out with the rookies 
next year, Mr. Jack Julian will have a Championship team. 
SEASON SCORES 



















HOUSELEAGU E ALL-STARS 
GRADE 9 TEAM 
GRADE 10 TEAM 
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SENIOR BASKETBALL tONT ARIO CHAMPS' 
The Assumption High School Purple Raiders, coached by Mr. Jack Hool, led by 
quarterbacking Sante Salvador, along with field goaling Gary Ulicny and Glen Ladouceur; 
with Stan Krete and Mike Crowe under the basket and Jack Bolzan sweeping the boards, 
grabbed victory after victory. Finishing the regular season in a 14-0 record, they 
went on to capture the Christmas Tournament in 3-0, and winning the W. S. S. A. , 
S. W. 0 . S. S. A. , and All-Ontario Championships, bringing to a total of 23 games won, 
no losses and no ties. 
During the Christmas Tournament, the Raiders won both the Windsor University 
Invitational Tourney plus the Benny Crowley Trophy by defeating Niagara Falls, Herman, 
and Patt erson. 
In the W. S . S. A. semifinals, the Raiders took an early lead in the game and walloped 
the Lowe - Tech Roughriders 73-29 . In the finals, the Raiders fell behind in the first 
three quarters but came ahead in the last quarter and defeated the Kennedy Clippers 
45 - 38. 
On March 3 the Raiders added another trophy to their collection - the coveted 
Windsor Star Golden Ball Trophy by dumping the Leamington Lions in Amherstburg by 
a score of 53 - 35 . 
On the next weekend the Raiders played three games - one on Friday night in 
which they defeated the London Beck Team. In the semifinals they defeated Barrie, 
and in.the finals on Saturday night, the Raiders defeated the Hamilton Cathedral Gaels 
bringing to the school the Les Waddell Memorial Trophy and the Ontario Championship. 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
SEASON SCORES TOURNAMENT AND PLAY-OFFS 
A. C . H . A. C. H. CHRISTMAS 
42 Walkerville 32 48 Herman 32 
65 Lowe - Tech 42 62 Niagara 44 
67 Riverside 42 60 Patterson 43 
71 Brennan 49 W. S. S. A. 
34 Herman 27 73 Lowe-Tech 29 
52 Massey 63 41 Kennedy 33 
73 Massey 35 S. W. O. S. S. A. 
55 Commerce 35 53 Leamington 35 
62 Kennedy 47 ALL-ONT ARIO 
58 Kennedy 52 49 London 42 
53 Patterson 37 72 Barrie 45 
64 Patterson 42 45 Hamilton 39 
65 Forster 35 
50 Forster 22 
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JUNIOR VARSITY BASKETBALL 
BACK ROW, Left to Right : E . Connway, Manager; P. Patrick, C. Ianicello, J . Trinka, 
P . F ahey, R. Smith, M. Birch. 
FRONT ROW: Mr. E . Petryshyn, Coach; G. McCann, D. Smith, D. Cogliati, Captain; 
W. Churchill, W. Gelinas, D . Bondy. 
ABSENT: R . Kennedy. 
This year's Junior Basketball Team finished the season with an impressive 10 - 1 
record. On the overall, they were not as good as l ast year' s team, for they lacked ex-
perience . The team was made up of freshmen, sophomores, and a few juniors . Their 
inexperience i n crucial games resulted in a loss to Kennedy in the semifinals . However, 
their great drive and determination pushed them on to a ten game winning streak ... this 
spirit is something to be proud of. 
· As for next year, many of the players are leaving. Dave Cogliati and Dennis Smith 
head for the senior ranks . But the future outlook is good. This year' s eager-playing 
freshmen team will be next year' s Juniors and it looks as if the Raiders will be in the 
final running next season. 
SEASON SCORES SEMIFINALS 
A. C . H. A. C . H . 
31 23 Walkerville 52 59 Kennedy 
63 59 Kennedy 
43 42 Massey 
68 12 William Hands 
46 15 Forster 
80 38 Lowe 
63 46 Herman 
62 30 Riverside 
50 29 Patterson 




BACK ROW, L eft to Right : Mr. Bertoia, D. Palamides, A. Maujaukis, J . Horokey, 
R . Lovesauto, V. Giannotti, Mr. Ward. 
FRONT ROW: J . Rooney, G. Predki, R . Heiser, K . Flynn, D .. Harrigan, P . Quimby, 
P . McMahon, N, Gal ambos. 
ABSENT: M . Girard. 
BASEBALL 
BACK ROW, Left to Right : C . Everingham, C . Davis, J . Birch, P . Schiller, 
N. Patterson, J . Lacey, J . Naughton. 
FRONT ROW : F . Albrecht, G. Reaume, J . Palazetti, R . Smith, F . Mancini, 
J . Mor and, K. F lynn. 
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SENIOR HOCKEY 
BACK ROW, Left to Right : G. Aitken, Manager; M. McLean, J . Patterson, 
J . Adam, J . Pepin, N. Brown, M. White, M. Boisvert, Fr. Cullen, C. S. B. 
Coach; S. Verhoeven. 
FRONT ROW : B . Kelleher, G. Weir, C. Sp~narsky, P . Ducharme, W. Schiller, 
S. McFadden 
Assumption 1s Senior Hockey Team, under Rev . R . J . Cullen and Mr. R . Griffin, 
ended their season in the finals again this year . During the year several factors led to 
t he team 1s mediocre showing, the most important of which was inexperience . Fr. 
Cullen in the past, has built his teams around two or three 1veterans 1 who carried the 
younger players over the rough spots . This year the 1 veterans 1 were scarce . The team, 
predominantly 10th and 11th grade students, went right to the semifinal s where a Lowe -
.Tech defenceman picked up a l oose puck and slammed it into the net after Assumption had 
desperately attempted to tie the score in the dying minutes of the season. 
The team 1s s t rong point was its defensive play. Scot McFadden, last year 1s all c ity 
choice, turned in another excellent season with a 1. 7 goal against average . Pat Ducharme 
and Carl Spinarsky were Assumption 1s rear guards aided by Bill Schiller, when he wasn 1t 
filling his regular spot on right wing . The offence was spearheaded by John Pepin, 
Captain; -and Jim Paterson, assist ed by Neil Brown, John Adams , Gary Weir, Mike White, 
and Fred 0 1 Donnell . 
· Injuries, like youth, took their toll with key players like McFadden, Ducharme, 
Brown and Servas Verhoevan were sidelined at various times in the season. 
In the regular season play, the team scored 22 goal s in ten games, while 17 were 
scored against finishing the season with a 4 - 4 - 2 record for a third place finish . 
The Purple Raiders look to a better future with all but one of the regul ar line - up re-
. t urning for next year 1s action . 
SEASON SCORES A. C . H . *'~ ·Because of lack of 
. W. S . S . A. space on the As -
A.C. H. 1 2 Lowe sumption All - City 
2 2 L owe 1 1 Lowe Page, we were not 
0 2 Lowe S. W. 0 . S . S. A. able t o announce that 
7 0 Herman 3 5 Essex John Pepin, a Grade 
2 1 Herman 13 student was 
2 3 Brennan chosen a member of 
3 0 Brennan the All-City Hockey 
0 4 Riverside team of 1966 -67. 
0 1 Riverside Congratulations 
2 2 Commerce J ohn! ** 
80 4 2 Commerce 
MIDGET HOCKEY 
BACK ROW, Left to Right: Mr. Klein, Mr. Vernelli, J. Mills, R . Distilrath, 
B . Pepper, C. Spinarsky, M. Maclean, F . O'Donnell, B . Kelleher, Fr. Doherty. 
FRONT: K. Myron, G. Philpott, R . Johnston, R. Masaro, A . Thornton, 
R . Dufour, M. Boisvert. 
This year's Midget Hockey Team did exceptionally well in their hockey season, 
going all the way to the finals only to be defeated in the last game by the undefeated Lions . 
In the semifinals, the Raiders defeated Police in three very well pl ayed games and 
during the finals the Raiders tied two games against the Lions, but lost the last game. 
Those remaining on the Midget team will practice 'Lion -taming' (quoting Fr. Doherty) 
next year. 
At the end of the season play, Carl Spinarsky was chosen as the most valuable player 
and was awarded the Folley Trophy. 
Many thanks to Mr. Vernelli, Fr. Doherty, and Mr. Klien for their successful team 
and for training these future Varsity players . 
SEASON SCORES SEMIFINALS 
A. C. H. A. C . H. 
11 0 Belle River 3 3 Police 
9 2 Navy 10 0 Police 
7 2 Police 4 3 Police 
2 4 Lions 
6 2 Riverside Legion FINALS 
1 1 A.K. O. 
9 0 Amherstburg 4 4 Lions 
2 2 Riverside N & D 5 5 Lions 




LEFT TO RIGfCT : N . Galambos, 
L . Goyeau, P . Dupuis, R. Janisse, 
J. MacDonald, J . Servais . 
ABSENT: S . Galambos 
GOLF 
LEFT TO RIGHT: K. Ambrose, 
CROSS-COUNTRY 
BOTTOM, Left to Right : 
P . Renaud, B . Novosedlik, 
B . Burger, R . Distlerath. 
TOP : P . Morron, P . Husson, 
J. French, D. Nadeau, 
C . James, Mr. Griffin. 




BACK ROW, Left to Right: J. Aitken, R. Galli, M. Smith, M . Hefferman, 
T . Bucker, C . James, Mr. Mersereau, Coach. 
FRONT ROW: W. Walter, G . Jewell, R . Al bin, S . Mohen, M . Nolan . 
ABSENT : J. Godin. 
WEIGHT LIFTING 
LEFT TO RIGHT: P. Michelle , K . Kudrey, M. Beausoleil, E . Polselli, 
G . McGonigal. 
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BACK ROW, Left to Right: R. Chevrier, D. Murphy, 
T . Cygan, P. DeMarco, J. Charette. 
MIDDLE ROW : R. Cook, B . Murphy, M. Nolan, M. Young, 
W. Plumpe. 
FRONT ROW: R . Marentette , J . Ennis, G . Chenier, 
J. Maroon, M. L ang, J. Blonde . 
A Student Council is vital in the life of a high school. The 1966 - 67 Co1lmcil was 
moderated by Fr. F . Zakoor, with Glen Ladouceur, President, Ed Kostas~uk as Vice -
President, John Birch, Treasurer, and Greg Stuart was the Secretary. Each Class in 
the school had a representative at the meet ings . The meetii:igs were held every second 
Thursday after school in Room 105 . 
This past year the Student Council sponsored the danc es held at the school, sponsored 
·the Annual Can Drive, awarded members of the school for t heir Academic achievements, 
and awarded the 'Assumption Man of the Year'Award to Mr. Frank Wansborough for his 
outstanding contributions to the city of Windsor. 
As the year progressed, the Council broke up into different committ ees to establish 
facts about the things the students wanted . These groups found the good and bad points 
about these subjects and how to overc·ome certain obstacles . Much praise should be given 
to this year's Student Council for their achievements during the past year. We hope to 
have as good a Student Council for the coming school year. 
Mr. Wansborough receiving the ASSUMPTION MAN 
of the YEAR AWARD. From the Left: Glen 
L adouceur, Mr. Wansborough, and John Birch. 
nMR. ROBERTS!!!!" 
LEFT TO RIGHT : Greg Frenette, John 
Stinchcombe, Tim Carter, Tom 
Cygan, Ron Maini, Gary Masse, Ray 
Marentette, Robert Wright . 
Scene from the play, 'MR. ROBERTS' 
with Ray Marentette, Tim Carter, 
and Bob Wilson. 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Dave Charette, 
Dave Lajeunesse, Larry Owens, Tom 
Koselka, Bob Wright, John Stinch-
combe, Bill Noble, Gary Masse, Greg 
Frenette, Andy Dwyer, Mike Heisler. 
The 1966-1967 version of the Assumption 
Drama Club staged a successful and well -
received presentation of the play 'MR. 
ROBERTS ', even though the weather was 
against them. Directed by Larry Tamen, 
and with lead roles played by Tim Car ter 
(Mr. Roberts), Tom Cygan (the Captain), 
Ray Marentette (Ensign Pulver) and Bob Wilson 
(Doc), it gave a very good background of what 
to expect in future presentations. Although the 
club had fewer members, the number of Fresh -
men showed a bright future for Drama. 
Stage Crew: John Fellows, John Balga, 
Jim Carey. 87 
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DEBATING TEAM 
STANDING, Left to Right: P. Larsh, T . Cygan, G . Frenette, 
T . Carter, G . Masse . 
A good Debating Team, such as that of Assumption, needs at least four good 
speakers. Assumption had five this past year. Of the five members there were 
two Affirmative, they being Garry Masse, 1st Affirmative, and Paul Larsh, 2nd 
Affirmative . To oppose them were two negative members : Tim Carter, 1st 
Negative, and Greg Frenette, 2nd Negative . Tom Cygan, the fifth member, was 
with the team during the initial part of the year. 
Side by side, these two teams, coached by Mr. Delaney, C. S . B ., went on to 
beat such schools as Notre Dame H . S . , University of Michigan H . S., and Regina 
H . S . 
A day of debating consists of six periods of debate . Through a whole year of 
debating our team won five of the debates and lost one . The topic which they had 
to speak on this past year was: Resolved - That the Foreign Aid Programme of the 
United States be limited to non-military assistance . 
This past year our team did very well by winning the trophy for being the best 
debating team in the area and special tribute should go to Greg Frenette for his 
excellent debating. Greg won a First Prize and two Second Prizes in the champion-
ships . 
What do the boys on the Debating Team see in the future? Well, trips to such 
places as Tor onto and New York State. To them we wish the best of luck for many 
wins in the future and confirmation on their future trips . 
CRUSADER YEARBOOK STAFF 
tTHE MEN BEHIND THE SCENE' 
BACK ROW, Left to Right : S. Fuerth, W. Goemaere, K. Kudrey. 
MIDDLE ROW : T . Koselka, R. Muzatti, P . Fiorino, P . DeMarco, 
D. Raelher, P. McWade, J. Bezaire. 
FRONT ROW: D. Nadeau, K. Reger, J . Chauvin, D . Lajeunesse, J. Maroon. 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: 
ASSISTANT EDITOR : 
JIM CHAUVIN 
DAN RAEHLER 
SECRETARY-TREASURER : JERRY BEZAIRE 
BUSINESS MANAGER : JOHN BLONDE 
EDITORIAL MANAGER : KONRAD REGER 
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR: DON DAUPHIN 
MODERATOR: FR . M. SHEEDY 












MR. W. BISHOP 
(WINDSOR ST AR ) 





BACK ROW, Left to Right : 
G. McMahon, A . Panniccia, 
D. Morrisey, J. McMahon, 
D. Nanni, T . McMahon, 
J. Maroon, J . Blonde. 
FRONT ROW : .G . Lesperance, 
S . Ferranti, G . Campbell, 
R . Marentette, S . Karlik, 
F . L iddy. 
ABSENT : R . Wright. 
BOWLl,NG CLUB 
BACK ROW, Left to Right : 
Mr . Dragicevich, D. MacPherson, 
T. O'Linn, M . Woods, J. Wiess, 
Mr. Vernelli. 
ABSENT: J . Lacey. 
POSTER CLUB 
BACK ROW, Left to Right: 
F . L iddy, R. Marentette . 
FRONT ROW: P. Fera, 
G. Lesperance, K. Reger, 
G. Menard, G. Bezaire. 
BAND '67' 
Our concert band again gave an outstanding spring 
concert due to the superb conducting by Mr. James 
Tamburini, a man of wide musical experience. The band 
played a wide variety of music this past year ranging from 
classical to jazz and including broadway and folk music . 
It toured some local schools in the spring which in -
eluded St. Mary's Academy and Amherstburg high schools . 
Fr. D . Callam was the moderator of the band. 
The Pep Band, under the direction of Fr. Dillon, 
played at all the sports events and contributed greatly to the 
school spi rit . 
( 
AN 'OTHER I BAND? 
BACK ROW, Left to Right: 
C. Smith, D . Warren, P . Lafertt 
Fr. Dillon C. S . B., L . Goyeau, 
G . Masse, M. Warren. 
FRONT ROW : L. Owens, 
M. Pellarin, S . Kur, J. Servais, 
J . Knapp, D. Ko rum, 





BACK ROW, Left to Right : N . Kossayda, T . Cygan, J . Maroon, D. Whit e, 
S . ~arlick, G . Masse, L . J a ckson. 
MIDDLE ROW: M. Mazureck, T. Koselka, P . Larsh, J. Longmoore, W. Kohl, 
L. Goyeau, G . Frenette. 
FRONT ROW : E . Kostashuk, R . Marentette, J . Stinchcombe, G. Chenier, 
T . Carter. 
MISSIONS 
L . Goyeau, Fr. Fullerton, J. Gatfield. 
CAN DRIVE '66' 
This year ' s Can Drive was the most successful drive 
in the history of its existence. In 1959, when the drive was 
begun, the cans collected numbered just above 1, 000. This 
past December the total number greatly surpassed the 1959 
total. The amount of cans collected - 32,006 . Last year' s 
total collection stretched one and one quarter miles - this 
year ' s total could stretch one and one half miles if the cans / 
were placed side by side. 
The class which collected the most cans in the whole 
school and won the Senior Division was class 12 - 2 with a 
total of 6, 932 cans. In second place was class 11-3 with 
2, 683 cans and third place was held by 11-5 which con-
tributed 2, 507 cans . 
In the Junior Division, 10-1 collected 1,604 cans. 
Second was 10-4 with 1,456 and third was 9 - 1 collecting 
1,076 cans . 
These cans were given to the Saint Vincent de Paul 
Society to be distributed among the needy in Windsor for 
Christmas . Other cases of cans were given to Saint 
Anne 's Parish in Detroit for the needy of that parish. 
We should thank the people of Windsor for their co-
operation in the drive and to the priests and scholastics 








STUDENT ACADEMIC AWARD ASSEMBLY 
JANUARY IS, 1967 
'A' CLUB - ALL MARKS 75 % OR OVER 
S . Nagy J. Pare N . Galambos 
M. Birch 
J. Gervais P. Larsh J. Renaud 
J . Byrne 
T. Green J . Rondot 
STUDENT COUNCIL HONOUR SOCIETY - 75% AVERAGE NO MARK BELOW 60% 
Grade 9 W. Bryant V . Csendes R . Maini T . O'Rourke R . Renaud 
K . Chen R . Distlerath A . Majauskas D. Palamides L . Robinet 
J; Cisneros M. Fortier B . Nairn W. Plumpe A. Soler 
D. Coughlin G . Mailloux K . Nordhaus R . Reaume P . Turton 
P . Courey 
Grade 10 J . Bellis P . Fiorino · R . Larsh J. Macri J . Rossi 
A. Broughton N . Ilnicki J . McKenna R . Muzzatti 
Grade 11 K . Billey D. Cogliati s. Fuerth P. Lajeunesse A . Paniccia 
;f . Carey T . Cygan R . Hatch G . Masse E . Poli 
J. Carter G. Frenette N . Kossayda M . Mazurek C . Smith 
T . Carter 
Grade 12 J. Birch E . Kostashuk J . MacDonald P . Schiller A . Wahby 
D. Bond M. Loebach J . Masaro F. Valentinis B . Wilson 
Grade 13 J . Buckley B . Hogan P . Hughes R . Stinchcombe L. Vadori 
Public Speaking Award -- Mr. E . Hague : Bradley Nairn 9 - 5. 
Debate Awar ds -- Mr. C . Delaney, C. S. B.: T . Carter, G . Frenette, P . Larsh, G . Masse, 
T . Cygan. 
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Aren' t those A C 
boys great? . • H . 
IN MEMORIAM 
STANLEY FISTER 
This past April, the students of Assumption High were 
shocked to hear of the passing away of a good friend and 
excellent teacher, Mr. Stanley Fister. 
Mr. Fister died of an apparent heart attack in his 
home on April 15, 1967 . 
He received his Bachel or of Arts Degree at the 
University of Windsor in 1960 and began teaching History 
and Geography at Assumption in 1961. Mr. Fister was the 
head of the History and Geography Department. 
The students wish to convey their sincere sympathies 
to Mr. Fister1s family. 
Smile! You're on you know what 
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Fr · Coughlin 
Fr. Cullen 
BEDTIME! 
Fr· Armst rong 
Fr. Rankin 
Fr. L ooby 
Fr. Gregoire 
Mr. Delaney 1 
--· - .. - ·--.. 
Fr. Callam 







Mr. Dragevich and Mr. Girash 
Mr. Petryshyn 
Mr. Hool 
Fr. McGillis Mr. Glass 
Mr. Tesolin 
Fr. Zakoor 






Mr. Fister and a friend 
TO ALL TEACHERS IN TIDS ARTICLE 
If you were at all insulted by your picture, 






In February of this year, one of our 
students died. Anthony Coletti, a Grade 
13 student who attained good marks, 
died from a heart condition. His pass -
ing saddened the students of Assumption 
and he will always be remembered by the 














Mr. and Mrs. John Bolgo 
Miss Jone Batik 
Miss Linda Beckett 
Mr. Len Boufford 
The Brain Syndicate 
Moc J. Brion Ltd. 
Mr. Allen Broughton 
Mrs. John Broughton 
Miss Gero Id i ne Bryant 
Mr. Jos. A. Bryce 
Judge and Mrs. F.E. Burger 
Mr. Jomes Byrne 
Mrs. Jomes Byrne 
Mr. Corl Corere 
Mr. John Corere 
Mrs. D.D. Carpeneto 
Mr. Timothy Corter 
Mr . More Charlebois 
Mrs. F.J. Chauvin 
Mr. and Mrs. H.A. Cole 
Miss Hazel Collins 
The Companions 
Miss Joanne Coughlin 
The Crusaders 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Cubinski 
Mrs. J. Cusinoto 
Mr. and Mrs. E. Cygan 
Mr. Poul DeMorco 
Miss Louro DeMonte 
Mr. and Mrs. R. Distlerath 
Mr. Leo Donnelly 
Mr. and Mrs. N.J. Droui llard 
Mr. and Mrs. G. Dwyer 
Miss Koren Dwyer 
Miss Lynda Fe ldmann 
Mr. and Mrs. E.P. Gallagher 
Mr. J.B. Gertz 
State Representoti've and Mrs. 
Warren N. Goemoere 
Mr. Warren Goemaere Jr. 
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PATRONS 
Mr. Horry Goyeou and Forni ly 
Mrs. George Griffiths 
Mr. Jim Horr igon 
Mr. and Mrs. E. Hartmann 
Mr. and Mrs. H.C. Hatch 
Mr. and Mrs. John ladipoolo 
Mrs. L. Jubenville 
Mrs. Peggy Keenan 
Miss Michaela Keenan 
Messrs. Patrick, Timothy, Kevin, 
and Terrence Keenan 
Miss Koy Esche Ibach 
Camp Bil-0-Wood 
Mr. and Mrs. John Kelly 
Mrs. Mono Kelly 
Miss Jo Anne Kendziora 
Miss Evelyn Koselko 
Mrs. John Koselko 
Miss Marguerite Koselko 
Mr. Norman Kossoydo 
Mr. and Mrs. E. Kostoshuk 
Mr. and Mrs. A. Kudrey 
Mr. and Mrs. A. Lajeunesse 
Mr. and Mrs. L. Lajeunesse 
Mr. and Mrs. L. Larsh 
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Logan 
Mr. Barry Loreto 
Mr. Brion Loreto 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Loreto 
Mr. Stan Lovecky 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Lucier 
Mr. G. Marchand and Forni ly 
Mr. Thomas A. Morentette 
Mr. F.D. McKrow 
Mrs. Ger mo i ne Morand 
Mr. and Mrs. A. Mudryj 
Mr . and Mrs. A. Muzzatti 
Mr. and Mrs. A. Nanni 
Mrs. G.H. Nash 
Capt. I.M. Nice 
Miss Anita Noe l 
Mr. G. O'Keefe 
Dr. and Mrs. F.P. O'Linn 
The Others 
Mr. and Mrs. M. Paniccia 
Mr. Lloyd Pare' and Family 
Mr. and Mrs. G. Pestow 
Mr. Walter Plumpe 
Mr. William Plumpe 
Mrs. A. Pocock 
Miss Betty Anne Pocock 
Mr. and Mrs .. L. Pocock 
Mr. Paul Polus and Family 
Mr. Frank Price and Forni ly 
Mr. Leo Quimby 
Miss Kathleen Quinlan 
Mr. and Mrs. John Renaud 
Mrs. J. Riordan 
Mr. and Mrs. P. Robinet 
Mrs . V. Sovoni 
Miss Karoline Schmegner 
Miss Ruth Scully 
Mr. Dante Slongo 
Mrs. Gracie Slongo 
Mr. and Mrs. T. Smith 
Mrs. M. Souchereau and Irving 
Mrs. Lia Stanw ick 
Mr. and Mrs. R. Stinchcombe 
Miss Susan Stinchcombe 
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Thibodeau 
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Tremblay 
Mrs. T. Vodori 
Mr. B. Wilson 
... for those named here, and for the 
countless others who have helped make 
this book a rea I ity ... 
G. DESRAMAUX TAILORS 
4749 Wyandotte Street East 
Windsor, Ontario 
Ph. 945-3050 
WINOGRAD'S MEN'S AND LADIES' WEAR 
35 Wyandotte Street East 
Windsor, Ontario 
Ph. 253-1717 
HUCK ER BROTHERS LTD. 
"Carpets & Rugs" 
1489 Ouellette Avenue Ph. 252-8305 
Windsor, Ontario 
ED'S DRIVING SCHOOL 
"Learn to Drive" 
841 Sunset Avenue 
Windsor, Ontario 
Ph. 254-6301 
ADELMAN'S DEPARTMENT STORE 
60 Pitt Street East 
Windsor, Ontario 
HELEN'S FISH & CHIPS 
3606 Seminole Rood 
Windsor, Ontario 
BOND CLOTHES SHOP 
368 Que llette Avenue 
Windsor, Ontario 




Between Kent Trust & Seaway Hotel 
478 Quellette Avenue 
Windsor, Ontario 
Ph. 254-2690 
TUCKER ELECTRIC LIMITED 
Contractors • Engineers 
256-2391 2130 Wyandotte Street West 
Windsor, Ontario 
Free Delivery Service 
GUBB'S PHARMACY LIMITED 
900 Erie Street East 
253-4866 254-1082 
ROBT. W. PURDY 
Fire • Auto • Cosuolty • Life Insurance 




12 Equity Chambers Bldg. 
52 Chatham Street West 
Windsor, Ontario 
LEO TENO'S MEN'S WEAR 
1335 Wyandotte Street East 
Windsor, Ontario 
Ph. 254-8848 
NADALIN FLOOR COVERING 
192 Tecumseh Rood East 
Windsor, Ontario 
Ph. 252-7215 
AMERICAN TILE COMPANY 
1346 Douga 11 Avenue 
Windsor, Ontario 
Ph. 256-3335 
GIRARD'S FLOWER SHOP 
582 Grand Morais Rood East 
Windsor, Ontario 
UPTOWN RADIO & TV 
755 Wyandotte Street East 





Craftsmanship in Construction 
Fine buildings reflect the <!rafts and the skills of the men who build them. That is why you will always 
find top-notch tradesmen and supervision on Eastern projects. 
We specialize in industrial, commercial and institutional construction an<i have a staff of civil and 
mechanical engineers to supervise this work. When your building plans a1·e marked "rush ·with care" 
consult Eastern. We build throughout Southern Ontai-io. 
EASTERN CONSTRUCTION 
COM PAN Y l, l'.\!IT ED 
TO R ONTO WINDSOR 
Compliments of 
DANNY ROEHLER 
WINDSOR FISH DISTRIBUTORS LTD. 
352 Pitt Street East Ph. 254-8671 
Compliments of 
MR. & MRS. A. LOMBARDO FAMILY 
Compliments of 
PHILIP DUPUIS 
WHY DON'T YOU JOIN THE 
"IN" CROWD WHO AL-
READY HAVE FOUND 
THAT HONDA IS THE AN-
SWER TO FUN AND PRAC-
TICALITYI 
Buy Your Hondo Now From 
HONDA TOWN 
WINDSOR'S BIG HONDA CENTRE 





Everyday Low Prices 
T ablerite Meats 
Tablefresh Produce 





T he CAN-DRIVE winners of the junior classes. 
Compliments of 
MR. & MRS. CLIFFORD A. GODIN 
Comp I iments of 
FRORIDA FRUITLAND 
Full Line of Groceries , Meats 
1412 Wyandotte St reet West Ph. 253-0919 
Congratulations from 
TOM VANDERBECK TRUCKING 
2580 Gladstone Street 
Compl irnents of 
NEIL BROWN 
Compliments of 
LAZARE'S FURS LTD. 
493 Ouel lette Avenue 
Comp I iments of 
Ph. 252-4324 
Ph. 253-241 8 
RYAN BUILDERS SUPPLIES LTD. {Windsor) 
21 0 Detroit Street Ph. 254-3271 
PARKl/f EW HOTORS 
l11). 
250 Tecumseh Road East 
THE SHOE BAR 
2203 Wyandotte Street West 
Windsor, Ontario 
Ph. 252-4744 
MAROON BROTHERS GROCERY 
332 Chatham Street East 
Windsor, Ontario 
Ph. 253-91 76 
MANUFACTURING PLATING COMPANY LTD. 
666 Ellis Street West 
Windsor, Ontario 
Ph. 256-1851 
BULMER & STRICKLAND LTD. 
Genera I Insurance 
1437 Tecumseh Rood East 
Windsor, Ontar io 
Ph. 256-3409 
Phone 254-2535 
MIKE KLINGLER'S SERVICE GARAGE 
3199 Walker Rood 
Windsor, Ontario 
LONG 'S SUPERTEST 





Ouellette Avenue ot The River 
Bartlet, MacDonald & Gow Ltd. 
Hours: 9:00 A.M. till 5:30 P.M. 
Doily; Thursday and Fr iday Evenings till 9:00 P.M. 
Phone 254-2551 
BATA SHOES 







GATEWAY MOTORS LTD. 
YOUR VOLKSWAGEN DEALER 
465 Goyeau Street 
Windsor, Ontario 
Compliments of 
METRO TOOL CO. LTD. 
4880 EC Row 
RR #2 Tecumseh Phone 945-1196 
Comp I iments of 
BANWELL'S BETTER LUGGAGE and GIFT SHOP 
Oppos ite the Y.M.C.A. 
494 Pe l issier Street 
Windsor, Ontario 
Ph. 254-2982 
C.G. RUSSELL ARMSTRONG 
CONSUL TING ENGINEERS 
317 Bartlet Building 
Windsor, Ontar io 
Complete line of all 
Musical Instruments 
Repairs to Musical Instruments 
Music StLJdios 
Qualified Instructors 
in all Instruments 
RENNIE'S MUSIC STORE 
128 University Avenue 
Windsor, Ontario 
925 Crowford Avenue Phone 254-5181 
Windsor, Ontario 
MAC J. BRIAN LIMITED 
Mechan-ical Contractors 
P.F. Devin Res. Phone 948-1923 
Drink More Milk For Heal th 
Compliments of 
MILK EDUCATIONAL COUNCIL OF 
WINDSOR & ESSEX COUNTY 
Comp I iments of 
GRAYSON JEWELLER 




TELEPHONE 252 ·6177 
DURA-MAT INDUSTRIES LIMITED 





3395 Sandwich Street West 252-0475 
Windsor - Ontario 
Peter Goudreau 
Phone 945-3434 
JOHNSTON CYCLE & SPORT CENTER 
HAWKESWOOD GARAGE LIMITED 
Soles * Service * Repair 
V. & L. Laporte 
Proprietors 
1405 Wyandotte Street at Esdras 
Windsor (Rivers ide), Ontario 
Windsor, Ontario 
For Better Service ... Every Doyl 
coll 
STERLING 
For Masonry Units 
Reody-M ix Concrete 
and all your 
Builders' Supplies 
Complete Collision Service 
270 Erie Street East 
Phone 252-6511 








Floor and Wall Covering Dist. L td. 
2550 McDougal l Street· Windsor, Ontario 
Henry Masaro 
PAUL SIVADJIAN LTD. 
House of Or iental Rugs and Broadlooms 
766 Ouellette Avenue Windsor, Ontar io 
.y. 




our own .,. 




telephone CL 3-6337 .,. 
JOS. STILLER MEN'S WEAR 
256 Pelissier 
We have complete selections in men's and young 
men's clothing. S•udents have 10% off. Also we 
hove all accessor ies a man needs . Also if you ore 
hard to fit, we make a suit special for you from 
$6.00 - $9.50 and up. We also hove rental service 
for proms. 
Phone 253-0800 
Expert Service For Every Member of the Family 
RUDY'S BARBER SHOP 
2840 University Avenue West 
Right Under the Bridge 
Compliments of 
NANTAIS SPORT SHOP LTD. 
2 075 Wyandotte Street West 
Windsor, Ontario 
Russ Nontais Horve Teno 
STUDENTS RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION AT 
VARSITY SPORTS CENTRE 
71 Riverside Drive West 
* Gym Clothing 
* Uniforms 
* Jackets 
* Crests and 
Awards 
"THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY SPORT" 
-
-
Comp\ iments of 
WINDSOR AUTOMOBILE 
DEALERS ASSOCIATION 
H.D. Bryant Motors Ltd. 
Clearwater Chrys l~r-
Dodge Ltd. 
Internat ional Trucks 
(Windsor) Ltd. 
Central Chrysler Plymouth Ltd. 
Dingwoll Motors L td . 
Webster Motors 
Windsor Ltd. 
In this great CENTENNIAL year, the future mathematicians and leaders (11-4) of 
our nati on, proudl y salute CANADA. It was a tough 100 years, but we survived it. In 
this way we hope to be the shining exampl e for future generations of Canadian children 
consciously and unconsciously stri ving towards a good education and a successful career 
in this great and growing Canadian nation. Al so, we placed third in our can-drive . Long 





SALES and SERVICE 
423 Shepherd Street West 
Windsor, Ontario 
Comp I iments of 





WE specialize in 
"Foney Fruit 
Baskets" 
Wyandotte at Rankin Ph. 253-3302 
Comp I iments of 
W.S. FULLERTON CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY LIMITED 
823 Central Avenue 
Windsor, Ontario · 
Ph. 945-6341 
JAMES CHEVROLET· OLDSMOBILE LTD. 
Sales · 2350 Dovgoll Avenve 
Service · 673 Wellington Street 
Windsor, Ontario 
Comp liments of 
MAYFAIR CONFECTIONARY 
2503 Alexis Drive 
WEST-SIDE MUSIC CO. 





1687 Wyandotte Street West 
Windsor, Ontario 








Windsor's Leading Deportment Store 
132 Ouellette Avenue Ph. 252-3611 
Here is a career opportunity tliat offers young men education, training, travel, 
challenge and A LIFE OF ADVENTURE. If you are a high school graduate with 
senior or junior matriculation standing, you are eligible to apply for enrolment in the 
Regular Officer Training Plan (ROTP}. Successful candidates are enrolled in the 
Canadian Armed Forces and attend the Canadian Services Colleges or a Canadian 
University. At graduation cadets are awarded the QUEENS COMMISSION and begin 
l 
their careers as officers in the Canadian Armed Forces. 
Application for admission must be made not later than 1 July of the 
year of entrance but candidates are encouraged to apply as soon as they 
consider themselves eligible. 
Complete information on the Regular OfficerTraining Plan maybe obtained 
tl.~13 from the nearest Canadian Forces Recruiting Centre or from the Director 
of Recruiting, Canadian Forces Headquarters, Ottawa, Ontario. 
DR-6J.2,H.S. VB12187 
10-5 
What a REPUTATION . 
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Ride The Safer Kelly Road. 
B t M TIRE t BATTERY LTD. 
2599 Tecumseh Road West 
Windsor, Ontario 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
J.R. CHARETTE LTD. 
CENTRE FOR RELIGIOUS ARTICLES AND BOOKS 







FIRTH BROTHERS LTD. 
256 Oue I lette Avenue 
Windsor, Ontario 
Phone: 253-6952 
CASCADE BEAUTY SALON 
2360 Tecumseh Rood West 
Windsor, Ontario 
Ph. 256-5853 
SOPHIA LOREN, CHARLIE BROWN, 
ALFRED E. NEWMAN & PHYLLIS DILLER 
soy this is 9-4 Country 
Compliments of 




835 Tecumseh Rood East 
Windsor, Ontario 
Phone: 253-1726 
Quality and Dependabi lity 
· for foir price • 
For Fuller Brush Products 
in LaSalle or South Windsor 
coll MR. ELMER ROEHLER 734-7941 
Jim Aitkens 
Ken Kelly 
REC. HALL BOYS 
Elaine Arnold 
Brod Murphy 
Fred O'Donne 11 
SCOTCH WOOL SHOP 
Boutique 
Importers of 
Ladies' Fashions. Tartans 
Mohoir Throws, Etc. 
480 Pe lissier Street 
Phone 253-7142 
Windsor, Ontario · Canada 
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Phone 897 -0064 




McGregor, On tori o "Modern Sewage T reotment" 
Comp I iments of 
Septic Tonks 
500-2, 000 Go I Ions 
Phone 726-6141 
SMITH HINCHMAN GRYLLS ASSOCIATES 









Canada's Centennial Year 
is Ford of Canada's 
''5,000,000th Year'' 
Early in 1967 Ford of Canada 
produced its 5,000,000th 
vehicle since the company 
was founded in 1904. 







19636 Derby Street Detroit, Mich. 
/ 
• 
A B of M Career spells 
(Challenge 
Advancement 




Looking for an interesting 
career after high school? 
Find out now what the 
Bank of Montreal can 
offer you if you are w ill ing 
to work and learn. Our in-
terest ing booklet "The 
Future with a Future" out-
l ines the absorbing jobs 
and better opportunities 
in a career in banking. To 
obtain you r free co py 
write to Personnel Mana-
ger, Bank of Montreal, 
50 King St. W., Toronto 1, 
Ont. There is no obl iga-
tion, except to yourself. 
• 
Bank of Montreal 
Canada's First Bank 









FROM THE EDITOR 
1967 was a good year, for teams, for competition, for 
the yearbook, for Assumption in general . Only by keeping 
both defeats and victories in view can we hope to strive 
forward and make great accomplishments . 
To everyone who contributed in any way to the produc -
tion of this yearbook, I extend my thanks: to the Crusader 
staff, the class representatives, and those who collected 
advertisements and patrons. 
I hope that as you look through the '67 Crusader to-
morrow or ten years from now, you will find more victories 
than defeats, for 1967 was a good year, and 1968 will be 
even better. 
Good Luck in '68 
/ 
IN MEMORIAM 
GIAN CARLO SPINNAZZE 
(1949-1967) 
On April 7, 1967, a Grade 10 
student, Gian {John) Carlo Spinnazze, 
son of Mr. and Mrs . Lorenzo 
Spinnazze, passed away in Hotel 
Dieu Hospital . He was born in Italy 
on September 29, 1949 and was a 
student in Class 10 - 1. He received 
good marks on his exams and was 
well liked by both teachers and fel -
low students . We, the students of 
Assumption High School, as well as 
the faculty, wish to extend our 
sincere sympathies to his parents 
and family for their loss. 
128 . ·/ 
INTER-COLLEGIATE PRESS, LTD. 
Publishers - Manufacturers 
Yearbooks - Yearbook Covers 
Diplomas - Graduation Announcements 
Inkster Boulevard at Bunting Street 
Winnipeg, · Manitoba 
I 


